Youth Work Session Review Form
To be completed after a youth work session

Date: _____/_____/______ Main Worker: _____________________________

Venue: _______________________________________________________

Group Name: _________________________________________________

Leaders Present

Young People Present

Aims Of Session (Theme)

Session Outcomes

Significant Observations – could be a comment someone makes about their faith, or a life change etc. (anything that stands out!)
Follow Up - Detail anything which may need following up or passing on or even looking out for in future sessions.

Signed: ________________________________________________

(Ideally to be signed by all workers present)

Notes

This form is designed to allow any significant events during a session to be recorded and also serve as a way for us to record what we have done with groups allowing us to evaluate more effectively.

Every Child Matters
The five government aims for youth work to promote

- Be healthy
- Stay safe
- Enjoy and achieve
- Make a positive contribution
- Achieve economic well-being